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              Warm regards
         Poonamjit Kaur

              Principal, Smart Wonders School

This year, we also celebrated the 75th Independence Day of our great nation. I hope, that 
our present and future generations are liberated from the various social evils prevailing in 
our society such as corruption, gender biased attitude, illiteracy, etc. To tackle these issues,
we need to start from the early years of a child and help them obtain an education which 
will empower them to be empathetic human beings. We need to make our children 
understand the moral values required for a peaceful and progressive world.

With the intention of supporting the noble cause of uplifting the vulnerable section of the
society, we celebrated the 'Joy of Giving' month, wherein our children wholeheartedly 
donated books, stationery items, toiletries, toys and clothes. We at Smart Wonders believe
that values cannot be taught, but are rather imbibed through example. Moreover, kindness
creates a ripple effect as our acts don't only affect the people we do nice things for, but 
many other people who we may never even have come into contact with.

I am sending my best wishes to all the students for the upcoming examinations. Prepare 
well and give it your best shot!

Concluding on a positive note, we had a vibrant and eventful August filled with many 
competitions and classroom activities where the children got the opportunity to learn, 
improve their skills and have fun. 

   would like to begin my address by congratulating my dear students, parents and 
   teachers for the wonderful performance in the CBSE Class 10 examination. I am
immensely proud to share that a total of 75 students appeared for the exam and each one
secured the First Division. Despite all the challenges presented due to the COVID-19 
pandemic, their hard work bore fruit.

I 
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CBSE Class 10 Result

Smart Wonders School, Mohali, feels immensely proud of its students for giving such an 
excellent result of Class 10 in the CBSE examination for the session 2020-21. A total of 75 
students appeared for the exams, with all securing the first division. 

Banipreet Kaur topped the school with 97.8%, followed by Gurmanpreet Singh with 97.4%, 
Palak and Sukhmani in the third position with 96.8% and Riya with 95.4%.

It is a matter of immense pride and joy for the school that 15 students scored more than
90% marks

Mr Sandeep Singh & Mrs Avinash Kaur (Directors) and Ms Poonamjit Kaur (Principal) 
congratulated the students as well as the staff for their hard work and dedication, espe-
-cially during this pandemic.
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Divya 10B 
90.4%

Jasmine Kaur 10A 
91%

Kanwaljeet S Sidhu 
10B 92.2%

Krish Kaul 10B 
94%

Mansaaz Grewal 10B 
93.4%

Prabhrajwin Singh 
10A-90.6%

Ayush Dhiman 10A 
90.2%

Dhairya Ahuja 10B 
92.2%

Sargun 10B 
92.6%

Vanisha Loona 
10B 92%
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Tavleen 5B
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Splish splash activity
“Without rain there is no life.”~ Jerry Yang

A special video was played for the children that made them feel as if they are actually 
walking in the rain. In the comfort of their homes, they were asked to keep their 
umbrellas open or wear a raincoat for the virtual rain walk. 

Anyone who thinks that sunshine is pure happiness, has never danced in the rain. 
Though online classes were being conducted, we could not think of depriving our 
Wonderites of this pleasure, so a splish-splash activity was organised for the students of 
Class UKG, 1 and 2. 

To explain the formation of rain, the educator shared a video so that the students could 
understand the water cycle. A rain song was also played on which the students  tapped 
their feet. Towards the end of the activity, they drew a scene of rainy season and 
expressed their feelings through a myriad of colours.

August
2021

Aadishakti 1BAznoor Kaur 1A Mansaaj 1A

Shaurya 2CSukhsehaj Singh 1B Vivaan 2B
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Stories boost the vivid imaginations that run wild in a child's brain. As a learning tool, 
storytelling can encourage children to explore their unique expressiveness and can 
heighten a child's ability to communicate their thoughts and feelings in an articulate 
and lucid manner

To brighten the day with wonderful tales, a 'spin a yarn' activity was conducted for the 
students of Class 1 and 2 in the last week of July. Students were divided into groups 
and each group was given a prompt to begin a story. After that, the young vibrant 
storytellers came forth with wonderful tales.

It was an endeavour to direct our little children towards the creative path. The tiny tots
won everyone's heart and were applauded by the educators and the Coordinator of 
Foundation Years Ms. Manveen.

Monthly Newsletter

Spin a yarn activity
“A good story can imbibe the right values in the most impressionable age”

August
2021

Divit 2BKuvam 1A Khushi Chopra 1D

Mayra 2A Namandeep 2CKulna 2B
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Sandwich Activity

As part of the ongoing theme “festivals and food”, children of Foundation Years 

prepared healthy tricolor sandwiches for themselves. The students used bread slices, 

butter, grated carrot, cucumber and green chutney for the sandwich and relished the 

delicious self-made treats. This activity helped the young chefs in learning how to be 

self-reliant and also improved their fine motor skills.

Kanwarveer 2B

August
2021

Ishaan 1D

Tejaswini 2C

Naman 2C

Naksh 2B

Niayamat UKG A
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It's learning new things in life that makes us grow. 
Fun learning is a holistic approach of education to nurture a passion for learning. 
Keeping this in mind, the students of Class 2 were introduced to homophones 
through a creative activity. During their virtual English class, the pupils created 
innovative homophone flash cards. They memorised the words that are utilised in 
day-to-day conversations to enhance their vocabulary. The learning engagement 
gave them hands-on experience to differentiate between a pair of same sound words.

Armindeep 2A

August
2021

Darasleen 2A Yashika 2A Hunarvir 2B

Namandeep 2CArshdeep 2C Dhanvitha 2D Arjan Singh Rai 2D
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Activity on shapes

Students of Class 2 took part in an activity on shapes during their mathematics class. 
The children were excited and had collected the material required for the activity such
as ice cream sticks, drawing sheets, clay and toothpicks. 

“A STRONG KNOWLEDGE OF SHAPES IS VITAL FOR LEARNING GEOMETRY”

They made different objects like house, animal, robot, etc, using basic shapes from clay.
The children made a ball of clay, flattened it and molded it further to give it the desired 
shape. Students worked with enthusiasm and made beautiful objects using 2-D shapes.
The activity proved to be a fun learning experience.

August
2021
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Virat 2BVivan 2A

Tejeshwar Singh 2D

Vivaan 2B Aratrika 2C

Hargun 2C Harluv Singh 2DNimrat 2B
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Independence Day Celebration
The 75th Independence Day was celebrated with great patriotic zeal and fervour at SWS.
Students of all classes took part in various activities to pay tributes and remember the 
freedom fighters who sacrificed their lives for our beautiful nation. 

Tiny tots of Foundation Years (Classes UKG- 2) took part in an “Incredible India'' activity 
where they dressed up according to the state allotted to them and recited poems, 
slogans, quotes of freedom fighters and leaders. 

To celebrate the cultural diversity of India, students of Primary Years (Class 3-5) 
participated in 'Celebrating Indian Culture' event where they chose a state, dressed in
traditional attires, presented dances, songs, dishes of that state and talked about its 
language, culture and festivals.

Students of the Senior Wing (Classes 6-10) presented assemblies on Independence Day.
Students showcased their talent by reciting poems, singing patriotic songs, dancing, 
presenting PPTs on Historical facts of the Independence Struggle and Quiz.

9C Morning assembly5 C Independence Day Assembly

August
2021
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10B Class 4B

JASRAJ 9C Akshita 8A Armaanpreet 1B

Divit 2B Eshaan Sareen 3DArna UKG-A Bhavya 2C

August
2021
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Harshpreet 8B Kasak 3BGurasis 1A Harsheen 3B

Kulkirat 7BKavya 1A Keerat 1D

Poornima 6B Rachet UKG-AKulna 2B Naksh 2B

August
2021
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Saksham 9BRiddhima 1C Saesha 3D

Samaira 1A Sana 6A Shranya 8A Surya 8B

V. Surjith 6A Vaibhav 7B Varnika 6A Vedisha 7C

August
2021
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Abhiraaj 3C Vriddhi Jindal 3C

Art 
activities

August
2021
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Arshnoor 3A

Arshia Singla 5BAhnaaz 5BKunwar 4B
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Biography-writing activity

Arshnoor Kaur 3A Harsheen Kaur 3B Ishpreet Kaur 3BReanna Cheema 3B

Vardaan Sohal 3D Vriddhi Jindal 3D

To enhance the writing skills of Class 3 students, a biography-
writing activity was held wherein the students wrote a 
biography of their mother or father. For the activity, the 
students interviewed their parents and got the chance to learn 
more about their life. They jotted down the interesting facts 
and anecdotes which helped them in writing the biography. 
The pupils not only improved their writing and creativity skills, 
but the activity also got them closer to their parents.”

August
2021
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Harseerat Kaur 3C
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Inter-class English Declamation Competition
Class 4, 5

India's Independence Day reminds us all of the sacrifices the freedom fighters made to
secure our country's future. 

August 15 marks the end of British rule in 1947 and the establishment of free and 
independent India. It also marks the anniversary of partition of the subcontinent into 
two countries, India and Pakistan, which occurred at midnight on August 14–15, 1947.

To celebrate the spirit of Independent India, an inter-class English declamation contest 
was organised for Classes 4 and 5, wherein the students showcased their oratory skills
on the given topics. The participation of students was overwhelming.

Topics for Class- 4

1. Rich and Diverse Indian Culture

2. Clean and Green India

3. Unity in Diversity-India

4. Being a Responsible Citizen

Topics for Class- 5 

1. Indian Constitution- Our Rights and Duties

2. Incredible India – The land of festivals
st3. India in 21  century

4. Sports Legacy in India

Winners of Class-4

1st Saanvi Pathak

Aarav Thakur

4B

4C2nd

Akshyani Thakur 4B3rd

August
2021
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Akshayani 4B Class 4B

Kartik 5C Navya 5C

Winners of Class-5

1st Danish Manuja

Gurkeerat singh Narul

Kyna Gupta 
Navya singh

5A

5C

5A
5C

2nd

3rd

August
2021
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'Shape Poetry' is a form of poetry whose visual appearance matches the topic of the 
poem. The words form shapes which illustrates the poem's subject as a picture, as 
well as through the literal meaning. 

The students of Class 4 were introduced to shape poems in English class. To enhance 
their writing skills, they were asked to create shape poems of their own. They 
demonstrated their talents and created beautiful shape poems.  

Kunwar 4B Saharshveer 4C

August
2021
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Aradhya 4C
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JOY OF GIVING
The school's guiding motto, 'Confident, Competent and Caring', encourages children 

to be confident in their demeanour, competent in skills, have the morals to care for 

people and nurture a will to give back to the society. 

                      “There is more Joy in giving than in receiving.'' 

The above quote came to life as we celebrated the Joy of Giving month with an 
overwhelming response and enthusiastic participation by the students and parents. 
Our children wholeheartedly donated books, stationery items, toiletries,toys and 
clothes to the underprivileged students for the noble cause of uplifting the vulnerable
section of the society. The drive was held in collaboration with Aashray, an NGO that 
works to promote social inclusion so that the underprivileged can be empowered to
effectively participate in the mainstream development of the country.

Mr Shane W. Bakshi the Managing Director of the NGO, thanked the school and , 
felicitated the Principal, Poonamjit Kaur with a certificate of gratitude for the school's 
participation. 

We are thankful to our parents for their generosity and being partners in this worthy 
cause.

August
2021
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Papier mache activity
Papier mâché is a popular crafting technique that is used to describe objects of moulding

material consisting of mashed up paper with glue and other additives. The method is 

named after the French term for “chewed paper,” which makes sense given the steps 

needed for any papier mâché project. This used to be an important method of creating

inexpensive objects, both useful and decorative.

Students of Class 5 were introduced to this beautiful art of recycling paper into 

beautiful objects through a workshop by Pidilite. More than 60 students participated 

in the workshop, which was conducted by Ms Shashi Guleria. She provided the children

in-depth knowledge about this craft and helped them make various objects through a 

live demo. 

Arshia 5BJasnoor 5B

Tejal Narang 5

August
2021
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Anvi Sood 5C
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Balanced meal activity

“It is health that is real wealth and not pieces of gold and silver”~Mahatma Gandhi 

Childhood is the most appropriate time to pick up healthy habits as then they can last 
a lifetime. A balanced diet is the key to healthy eating habits because it provides children
with the nutrients they need for growth. Without balanced nutrition, one's body is prone
to diseases, infections, fatigue, and low performance.  

To inculcate healthy eating habits among students, an activity on balanced diet was 
conducted for Class 2 on August 5 where the children included different kinds of food 
items in their meal. The students spoke about the benefits of eating healthy food for 
the proper growth and development of body and mind. It was an interactive activity where
the educators apprised the students of the benefits of nutritious food and urged
them to follow a healthy lifestyle.

Aadditya 2B Ikdarsh 2B

Rabnoor 2B Sukhmani 2C

August
2021
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Gunttaj 2A Harliv 2A

Vaani 2AAvishi 2C



Colour Mixing Activity  

“Colours are the smiles of nature”~Leigh Hunt

Mixing colours is one of the most classic art activities for kids. Creating new colours 
gives children a sense of accomplishment and they learn to identify them. Furthermore,
it develops and strengthens their ability to communicate effectively as children use 
colours as a language tool to describe objects. 

An interesting activity on colour mixing was enjoyed by the students of Class 1 during
their English period, which also integrated the basics of art and EVS. Using the three
primary colours: red, yellow and blue; they utilised a multitude of fine motor skills such
as squeezing, pouring, mixing. They got hands-on learning experience with the primary
and secondary colours, as well as tints and shades. It was a pleasure to see the happiness
on the faces of the little Wonderites.

Gauransh 1A Ishman Bamra 1B

Kabir Singh Toor 1DMahira Bains 1C Muhammad Ali 1C

August
2021
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Navnidh 1A
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इ और ई की मा�ा 

िहंदी हमारी रा�भाषा है | ब�ो को मा�ा का �ान देने के िलए क�ा १ मे िदलिच� गितिविध करवाई �

गई िजसमे  ब�ो ने इ और ई की मा�ा से ��ॉ और दाल के दानो से बनाई | इस गितविध से मा�ा को 

समझना आसान लगा और उनके �ान मे वृ�� �ई�| यह गितिविध ब�ो  ने बड़े ही उ�ाह और 

आनंद से की |

Cyra 1A

Ishmaanvir Singh 1DNavjot Singh 1C

August
2021
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Riyansh Bansal 1C
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“Rain Makes Everything Beautiful” 

It is the time of the year that kids enjoy the most as they get to splash around in 
rainwater puddles and make paper boats to float in the ponds. 

The tiny tots of Kindergarten had fun and frolic as they made beautiful froggies in 
bright green and yellow colours with paper craft. All the children actively participated 
in the activity. 

The educator shared facts about the rainy season and told them about all the important 
do's and don'ts that should be followed. It was a delight to behold the smiling faces as 
they proudly exhibited their colourful creations. 

Niyamat UKG-A Rachet UKG-AAarvi UKG-A

Happy  Rainy   Season

August
2021
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FIRST AID AND SAFETY ACTIVITY 

Imparting life skills education to the students can be helpful as it specifically addresses
 the needs of children, motivates them and provides them practical, cognitive, emotional,
 social and self-management skills for life adjustments.

Children who have good knowledge of first aid are likely to be more alert and active. 
They make sure that they are not vulnerable to any accident or injuries. 

Keeping the above things in mind, the students of Foundation Years made first-aid kits
and learnt about the basics needed for dealing with any medical emergencies they may
face in life. The students were informed about the correct use of antiseptic creams, 
Dettol, bandages, etc. and were told some easy home remedies for common illnesses. 

The session was informative and highly beneficial for our young Wonderites and we 
hope that this knowledge will help them in their life.

Ayaanveer 1A Gauransh 1A

Japjot Singh 1B

Krish A. Nair 1A

Prisha Gupta 1C

Shashwat 1A

August
2021
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Bhaavi 1CHarkaran Singh 1C
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Flip book activity

There is no doubt that creativity is one of the most important skills provided to humans. 
Creativity is expressed through many ways including arts and crafts, which helps children
develop fine motor skills, control, and coordination.

Keeping this in mind, an activity was conducted for the students of Class 1 who created
vibrant flip books to showcase the different parts of a plant and their functions.

As the format of the flip book was intriguing, the students took interest in the activity and
participated whole heartedly. They took the creation of the book to a new level and 
created flaps, with each page having its own fun surprise. The activity resulted in a highly 
organised study material and proved to be a fun way of learning. 

Mansaaj 1APargatjot 1A

Shanvi Bhanot 1C

Kudrat Gill 1B Sukhsehaj Singh 1B

August
2021
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Guntaas  Kaur 1D Ishaan Pandey 1DSamarjeet Singh 1D
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“True friends are always together in spirit.” 

“Friendship Day is just an opportunity to let our friends know that we value their presence
 in our life.” 

To cherish the ties of friendship and precious bonds of togetherness between people, 
Friendship Day is celebrated all over the world on August 1. 

To mark this day, an online celebration was organised for the Kindergarten students, 
wherein they talked about the importance of friends in life. They discussed the value 
of “sharing and caring” and put forth their views. The day concluded with the students 
wishing their friends and gifting friendship bands made of colourful pasta pieces. 

Rachet UKG-ADhruvdeep UKG-A

August
2021
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Number name activity

The tiny tots of Kindergarten learnt the number names by matching and sorting the 

numbers in an activity conducted during Numeracy class

The hands-on learning gave a boost to the cognitive, logical- mathematical and fine 

motor skills of the children. They were excited and engrossed in matching the numbers

 correctly. 

Arna UKG-A Jasfateh UKG-AAarvi UKG-A

“Tell me and I forget
Teach me and I remember

Involve me and I Learn” ~Benjamin franklin

August
2021
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“Someone is sitting in the shade today because someone planted a tree a long 
time ago”. ~ Warren Buffett

“You have two hands, one to help yourself, the second to help others.”
~ Audrey Hepburn

Community helpers are the individuals who make our lives easier by providing goods 
and services. Some examples of community helpers are: doctors, nurses, teachers, 
lawyers, postmen, bus drivers, plumbers, firefighters, farmers, and many more.

To teach the students about their importance, a role-play activity on community 
helpers was organised for Class 1. Students spoke lines on one community helper 
of their choice and shared the contribution of different community helpers towards
our society. Some of them dressed up and some also used props for the role play. 

This way, the children realised the importance of different community helpers and 
the role played by them. The pupils also got a chance to talk about what they would 
like to be when they grow u. All the students showed interest in the activity and 
performed enthusiastically.

August
2021
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COMMUNITY HELPERS

Angad Verma 1B Ayukta Goel 1B

Aarvi UKG-A

Medhansh 1B

Vivaan 1AKrish 1A
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What I want to be?

Goal setting is a powerful process for thinking about our ideal future and motivating our 
self to turn our vision into reality. Keeping this objective in mind, the students of Class 6 
participated in a 'What I want to be?' activity held in the last week of July during the 
English class. 

The enthusiastic students dressed up as doctors, teachers, singers, fashion designers, etc,
and spoke about the profession that they wanted to adopt in their future. 

The objective of this activity was to improve conversational skills and make the children 
realise the importance of setting future goals. The pupils looked adorable and made their
teachers proud with their confidence and exuberance.

Harkaran Singh 6A Sidakpreet Singh 6A Swastika 6A

Tamanna 6A Vagisha 6A Vardhan Narang 6A

August
2021
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Oswald Veblen has rightly said that mathematics is one of the essential emanations 
of the human spirit. It is the root of all forms of art and technology. 

These days, children are more inclined towards online gaming and 'Minecraft' is one of 
them. The word 'Minecraft' is a portmanteau of two verbs: to mine and to craft. Based 
on this, an activity named 'Math Minecraft' was conducted to give the children an 
exposure on how the concept of decimals plays an important role in crafting different 
images. They not only created different images, but also found the fractional and 
decimal form of different parts of their respective images. The students participated 
enthusiastically and came up with innovative and interesting ideas. The activity was 
helpful as it made them realise the role of Mathematics in the development of technology
 as well as understand the concept of Decimals.

Math Minecraft- collaboration of
decimals and art Class 6 activity

August
2021
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Harkaran Singh 6A Tamanna 6A Vagisha 6A

Bhavya 6B Karman Kaur 6C
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Eat your mathematics activity
An interesting activity was organised for the students of Class 6 where 

in they 'ate their mathematics homework'. Children took some healthy 

snacks that are required for fitness and presented it in on their plates in 

symmetrical shapes. They also explored the nutrition value of the dishes they created.

 Vardhan 6A Bhavya 6 Harkaran Singh 6A Sana Chaudhary 6A

August
2021
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Tamanna 6A Vagisha Verma 6A Sikandar 6C
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More than half of what we carelessly throw into the trash is organic matter, which if 
composted properly, can produce rich topsoil for our plants. Unfortunately, most of us 
do not segregate our dry waste from wet waste, which makes compositing impossible. 
The precious waste –which can potentially turn into black gold-- remains unusable junk
sitting in landfills. The key to a clean, garbage-free city lies in citizens doing their civic 
duty of source segregation and compositing.

Students of Class 6 created awareness about segregation of dry and wet waste among 
their family members and their near and dear ones as part of their summer holidays 
project. They created two separate dustbins for segregating dry and wet waste and 
practiced the compositing process at home using the kitchen waste.

compost activity

August
2021
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Bhavik 6CVardhan 6A
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poster making

Avanya 9BHarnoor Kaur 9A

August
2021
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Abir Sekhon 10B

Lavanya 9C

Gauri Gupta 10A Ravleen Kaur 10B
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poster making result

August
2021
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Electric circuits activity
To provide hands-on learning experience and enhance the skills of Class 6 students, an 
electric circuit activity was conducted in science class.

In this activity, the students were engaged in making observations as they used batteries,
wires, and small light bulbs to explore the concept of electricity and learnt how electric 
circuits work. The activity helped the students in revising the concepts they had already
learned in class.

August
2021
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Tamanna 6A V. Surjith 6A Vagisha 6A 

Rishita 6A Riyansh 6B Karman Kaur 6C
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Abhijeet 8A Akshita 8A

Anushka 8A

Avanya Narang

Avneet 8A Ekjot 8A

Gurleen 9C

Harsimran 7D

Jashvi Bharti 8A

Manya 8A

Student Corner

August
2021
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Manleen Kaur 7D Tejas Bansal 7D
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THE NATION FREE 
The glory of education
Needed for salvation

The golden door to freedom 
If only the nation were free

They test, they check
They plan, they meet

But nothing ever seems complete
If only the nation were free 

They could wonder where they can be

The glory of education,
Needed for salvation,

They now reach year 73
They can see where they can be

With independency
Came the increase of literacy 

No longer bound to a single language
No longer confined 

They know their culture
They never stay undefined

Ranked as one of the highest
They now stand undefeated

The nation on the move and free
They know how successful they can be 

Even In the year 173

Written by:
Gurleen Kaur Brar
Class 9C

August
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Somebody has well said, “If you really want to do something, 
you will find a way. But if you don't, you will make excuses.”
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On the other side, an unplanned person will either make 
excuses or refuses to attempt. Now, we all should ignore our 
excuses and continue to settle on a right decision. A 
hardworking person will never wait for the right time but will
wait for that right destination. Our main priority is to remove 
“But ”….from our lives as it only put us down. 

If you want to do something, you will find a way Now not later!
Never wait for the right time. You need to assemble your future 
by your own efforts! Life is too short to keep planning for it. 
Putting an effort and falling flat is always better than planning 
to do. A person who wants to learn something new can bear 
all the hindrances which surround him on a way to achieve 
something. 

Obligation and positive attitude are the keys to reduce the 
need for excuses. Excuses postpone our work and result in 
lower efficiency So, do every and increased anxiety. 
undertaking byconfronting all the obstacles and never permit
“excuses” to enter your area.

Written by: 
Mehak and Muskan Chadha
Class: 10A

If anyone is willing to pave a path for themselves, they can 
even achieve the impossible task to complete their goal. Also, 
those who would prefer not to make a start in their life, they 
simply remain on the fence and make an excuse. Working 
hard for the future opens the doors for great opportunities. 
And those who are sitting inactive, for them it brings failure 
and distress. 

August
2021
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Ms Nagina Bains and 
Mr Gurjeet Singh Dahri

Principal Ms Poonamjit Kaur

Career Counseling
To guide the students towards a fruitful future, a career counseling session was 
organised for the pupils of Class 10 on August 18.  Ms. Raina Chona, vice principal of 
senior wing, welcomed the students and the guest speakers—Ms. Nagina Bains and 
Mr Gurjeet Singh Dahri from Testler. 

August
2021
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The guest speakers deliberated on the meaning and importance of career counselling 
and informed the students about their options. They simplified the process of higher 
education in the top universities of the world and discussed every step in detail.
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To celebrate the 75th year of India's Independence, the CBSE Expression Series was held 
for the session of 2021 on the theme “Charting India's Progress@75”. The event included 
various activities such as paragraph/essay writing, poster making, composing a poem, 
etc. SWS conducted a poster-making competition wherein students demonstrated full zeal. 

CBSE Expression Series

Anant 10B

Nandini Vinodh 7A Pearl 9A

Sonia Sidhu 9A
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Surveen Bhuttar 7C



THSVK'21 MUN

Heritage School, Delhi, hosted the THSVK'21 MUN on August 24 & 25 wherein students of 

Smart Wonders School won laurels. 

The theme of the 2021 conference was: "Humanity is  at its precipice; its future is at stake."

United Nations Human Rights Council (UNHRC)

United Nations Commission on the Status of Women

International Press (IP)

Lok Sabha

Navya Choudhary from Class 10-A was awarded the 'SPECIAL MENTION' in the UNHRC 
committee. Ishiqa Sareen from Class 9-A also received the 'SPECIAL MENTION' in the IP 
Journalism. Prabhleen Kaur from Class 10-A and Gurleen Kaur Brar from 9-C received the
'VERBAL MENTION' in the same. 

THSVK MUN was the pivot of diverse ideas, unique perspectives and exceptional delegate 

experience. Through heated debates, insightful discussions and a lively conference spirit, 

THSVK MUN explored the world problems in profundity. The MUN had four committees: 
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PARTICIPANTS

Gurleen Kaur Brar 9C Ishiqa Sareen 9-A Navya Chaudhary 10A Prabhleen Kaur 10A

NAME CLASS COMMITTEE COUNTRY PRIZE 
Navya Choudhary 10 A UNHRC Tanzania Special Mention 

Prabhleen Kaur 10 A UNHRC South Africa Verbal Mention 

Kangan Khuman 10 A CSW Singapore  

Ashi Singh 10 A CSW Spain  

AashrithaRajoju 10 A CSW Lebanon  

Ineshvir Singh 10 B CSW New Zealand  

Tanveer Singh 10 B CSW Australia  

Kangana Verma 10 B CSW Japan  

Gurleen Kaur Brar  9 A UNHRC Indonesia Verbal Mention 

Ishiqa Sareen 9 A IP Journalism  Special Mention 

Japji Bamra 9 A CSW Italy  

Riddhima Pandey 9 A Lok Sabha   

Madhav 9 A Lok Sabha   

Kishreen 9 C CSW Cuba  

Jaeneisha Grewal 9 C UNHRC Micronesia  

Noor kainth 9 C Lok Sabha   

Nidhi Rana 8 C IP Journalism   
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We, at SWS, believe that our students should take the ownership and lead their initiatives 

and projects. To implement this idea, children are provided opportunities to showcase 

their talent. 

Our school stood First in an inter-school event 'Technokredible-2021', organised by 

Genesis Global School, Noida, on July 31, 2021. As many as 15 schools participated in 

the event and our Team comprising of three students, namely Madhav of Class 9, Yuvraj 

from Class 10 and Mentegh Bir Singh of Class 8 bagged the first position in the Treasure 

Hunt Event. It was a virtual tech-event which consisted of mathematics,  science quiz 

and other tech competitions. Principal Ms. Poonamjit Kaur appreciated and congratulated 

the efforts of the children. 

Madhav 9A Yuvraj 10A

Treasure Hunt
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Mantegh Bir Singh 8D



Coping with Change Workshop

An interactive session titled 'Coping with Change' was conducted by Ms Aanchal Sharma,
Counseling Psychologist at Fortis Hospital, for the students and parents of Class 6 on 
July 31. She talked about the various changes one faces in life, from minor ones to the 
major ones brought by Covid-19 pandemic. 

The session helped in preparing the pupils and parents mentally for the changes that they 
would face in life and acquainted them with the reasons of why these changes are disliked.
The resource person familiarised them with the ways and means which would help them 
cope with the different situations of life and talked about various strategies and techniques
that relieve stress. The parents and children put up their queries regarding mental health 
which were answered by Ms. Aanchal Sharma.

Aanchal Sharma
Counselling Psychologist
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Ms Raina Chona
Vice Principal



50 YEARS

From now

It won't matter

What kind of CAR I drove

What kind of House I lived in

How much MONEY I had in the bank

Nor what my CLOTHES looked like

BUT the world may be

A LITTLE BETTER

Because I was IMPORTANT

In the life of a CHILD…..

 Augus 2021 



SMART WONDERS SCHOOL
Near IVY Hospital, Sector 71, Mohali.
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